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One of the roots for the word ‘religion’ is the Latin verb religare, which means ‘to bind together,’ an 
action that emblemizes the social and political work that has always been a part of religious practice. In 
early modernity, the socially constructive force of religion became prominently manifest in an 
increasingly potent and sophisticated mode of operation: conversion—the promise, or threat, that a 
person could turn into something radically new. But just as conversion drew people into new alliances 
and social formations, it also pulled them apart, destroying as it created, and significantly reorganizing 
politics throughout the Western world and the Americas.   
 
The Politics of Conversion series explores a wide range of questions related to the political dimension of 
conversional thinking and practice: In what ways did conversion open up new opportunities for political 
control, on one hand, and political resistance on the other? How does the popularity of conversion 
narratives—in plays, songs, sermons, and pamphlets—connect to the emergence of an early modern 
public sphere? In what ways did conversion change the politics of identity, personhood, and ethical 
responsibility? How have the politics of early modern conversion influenced the politics of conversion 
in our own age?  
 
The third Politics of Conversion workshop at the Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas 
(CIDE) in Mexico City (March 9-11, 2017) follows previous workshops at the University of Warwick 
(July 21-22, 2015) and McGill University (June 6-7, 2016), and builds toward a large-scale conference 
at the Newberry Library in Chicago (Sept. 21-23, 2017).  
 
In addition to a robust exchange of ideas, attendees to the Politics of Conversion workshop at CIDE will 
explore related cultural activities on offer in Mexico City, an important locus of conversional activity in 
early modernity, and home to a rich archive of documents and artifacts pertinent to conversion studies.    
 
Our goal is twofold: to pay generous, critical attention to the research and ideas of workshop 
participants and to work together toward a philosophically and historically grounded understanding 
of the political dimensions of the multiple forms of conversion that emerged in early modernity. The 
editors of an upcoming volume on the politics of conversion may consider some of the work 
presented at the Mexico City meeting for publication. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
THURSDAY MARCH 9: CIDE (Salon CIB 3rd floor library) 

9:15 Shuttle pick-up at Hotel La Casona Calle de Durango 280, Roma Norte, Cuauhtémoc, 06700 Ciudad de México, 
Distrito Federal.  (01) 55 5286 3001 

10-10:15 Welcome & Introductions Sergio López Ayllón, 
Luis Barrón, Paul 
Yachnin  

10:15-12:15 Session 1 (Chaired by José-Juan Lopez-Portillo) 
 “The Politics of Converted Bodies in Anglo-Ottoman Encounters” Abdulhamit Arvas 
 “From Punishment for Sin to Means of Grace: the Political as a Place of Conversion in 

Luther and Calvin” 
Peter Bullerwell  

 “The Morisco Problem and the Politics of Conversion in Early Modern Spain” Stephanie Cavanaugh 
12:15-12:30 BREAK 
12:30-14:30 Session 2 (Chaired by Torrance Kirby)  
 “Magisterial Conversion?: Conversion and The Role of The Magistrate in the Political 

Thought of Martin Bucer” 
Christian Finnigan 

 “Politicizing Ritual: Processions and the Contestation of Public Space under Mary I of 
England” 

Anne Heminger 

 “The Turning of Sinners to God. The Practices of Belief in Colonial Mexico City” Clara García Ayluardo 
14:30-15:30 LUNCH 
15:30-17:30 Session 3 (Chaired by Clara García Ayluardo) 
 “Supreme Governess: Richard Hooker's doctrine of the Royal Supremacy” Torrance Kirby 
 “Motherhood and the Politics of Inconvertibility in Behn’s Oroonoko” Cecilia Morales  
 “Deracinating the Divine: Albrecht Dürer’s Melencolia I between Theology and the Rise 

of Geometry” 
Michael Sauter 

17:30-18:30 Cocktails at CIDE (CIB Lobby)  
18:30 Return transport to Hotel La Casona   

 
FRIDAY MARCH 10: Centro de Estudios de Historia de México-Carso (Slim Centre for Historical Research) 

9:15 Shuttle pick-up at Hotel La Casona 
10:15-10:30 Welcome Manuel Ramos Medina 
10:30-12:30 Session 4 (Chaired by Stephanie Cavanaugh) 
 “Performing Apostasy in Japan: On the Inversion of Conversion and its Politics” Benjamin Schmidt 
 “The Religious Encounter of Two Worlds”  Rodrigo Martínez Baracs 
12:30-13:00 BREAK 
13:00-14:30 Session 5 (Chaired by Stephen Wittek) 
 “Ex Machina: Conversion in the Mode of Theatrical Production” Steven Mullaney 
 “Kant’s Differentiated Enlightenment: Is the Conversion of Women Possible?” Charlotte Sabourin 
14:30-15:30 LUNCH 
15:30-16:00 Tour of archives and library Centro de Estudios de Historia de México-Carso 
16:00-17:00 Wrap-up session Paul Yachnin 
17:00-20:00 Shuttle transport to San Angel and tour of the area 
20:00 Dinner at the San Angel Inn  
22:00 Return transport to hotel  

 
SATURDAY MARCH 11: Museo Nacional de Antropología (National Museum of Anthropology) 

10:15 Shuttle pick-up at Hotel La Casona 
11:00 Guided tour of the Museo Nacional de Antropología (National Museum of Anthropology) Av Paseo de la Reforma & 

Calzada Gandhi S/N, Chapultepec Polanco, Miguel Hidalgo, 11560 Ciudad de México, CDMX  
13:30-1400 Walk through Chapultepec Park to lunch at Los Panchos (traditional Mexican taqueria)   
15:30 Taxi transport to Hotel La Casona 

 
 
 
 
 
 



SPONSORS 
 

Early Modern Conversions  
www.earlymodernconversions.com 
 
The five-year, $2.3 million project, “Early Modern Conversions,” is based at McGill University’s 
Institute for the Public Life of Arts and Ideas (IPLAI), and is funded by the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), with additional support from artistic and academic 
partner institutions in Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. With the goal of developing 
a better understanding of the diverse range of conversional activity that spread across Europe and the 
New World from approximately 1400-1700, the project has brought together an international, 
interdisciplinary team of scholars in Art History, Architecture, Literature, Music, Theatre, Religion, 
History of Cognition, and Digital Humanities. 
 
CIDE 
www.cide.edu 
 
Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) is one of Mexico’s most important centers of 
teaching and research in the social sciences. Recognized both nationally and internationally, CIDE has 
been a non-profit public institution since its establishment in Mexico City in 1974. Part of the network 
of highly specialized public centers for research and higher education coordinated by the National 
Council of Science and Technology (CONACYT), CIDE is fully committed to contributing to the 
development of Mexico through its demanding academic programs; rigorous, relevant research; and 
links to the public, private, social, and academic sectors. Intellectual independence and rigor, respect for 
plurality, a sense of equity, and a constant effort to balance a scientific approach to research with social 
relevance are behind CIDE’s successful search for excellence. 
 
 

ABSTRACTS AND BIOGRAPHIES 
 
Arvas, Abdulhamit  
aarvas@vassar.edu 
 
“The Politics of Converted Bodies in Anglo-Ottoman Encounters” 
 
My paper will explore the politics of conversions with a focus on converted bodies and masculine 
imperial tensions in the Mediterranean as conveyed through circumcised bodies. While circumcision 
appears as a practice that English writers condemned as foreign, non-Christian, heretical, barbarous, 
sodomitical, and feminine, the Ottomans in turn praised the practice, and poets used the celebrations as a 
moment to acclaim Ottoman imperial power. In both cultural context, my paper suggests, the conversion 
of men necessitates the conversion of their bodies, which become a site of negotiations—both political 
and erotic. In the early modern period, therefore, circumcision—weather its celebration or 
condemnation—was not simply related to the removal of prepuce. Rather, it became a practice that 
highlights various shifting sexual, political, and religious conversions in a close dialogue with imperial 
claims. 
 
Abdulhamit Arvas is the Andrew Mellon Postdoctoral fellow in Shakespeare at Vassar College and 
specializes in early modern literature and culture. He is currently working on his first book project, 
Beautiful Boys of the Global Renaissance: Travelling Sexualities and Early Modern Anglo-Ottoman 
Encounters, which explores the homoerotics of the abduction and conversion of beautiful boys in early 
modern English and Ottoman literary and visual cultures. His work on cross cultural encounters and 
sexualities appeared in journals and edited collections, including Shakespeare Survey, Cambridge 
History of Gay and Lesbian Literature, and The Postcolonial World, among others. 



 
 
 
Ayluardo, Clara García  
clara.garcia@cide.edu   
 
“The Turning of Sinners to God. The Practices of Belief in Colonial Mexico City” 
 
In a “polycentric monarchy”, how did the faithful maintain their loyalty to the Crown while remaining 
true to their neighbourhood sense of belonging and allegiances? This paper suggests that through the 
diverse practices of faith, local urban communities in Mexico City, the capital of the Viceroyalty, were 
not only able to sustain their fidelity to the monarch but also to affirm their city-wide identity and to 
confirm their local identities while at the same time base their daily lives on a continuous process of 
faithfulness and conversion. 
 
Clara García Ayluardo works in the Department of History at CIDE in Mexico City as a full research 
professor. She specializes in Early Modern History in general and in the Viceregal history of Mexico 
(XVI-XVIII th centuries) in particular. Her major topics of interest include community building and 
local power relations through the practice of religion and religious displays of faith. Her most recent 
book is Desencuentros con la tradición. Los fieles y la desaparición de las cofradías de la ciudad de 
México en el siglo XVIII (2015) which focuses on confraternities. 
 
Baracs, Rodrigo Martínez  
rmbaracs@gmail.com   
 
“The Religious Encounter of Two Worlds” 
 
This paper will discuss the conversion to Christianity of the Indians of Mexico from the perspective of 
the Encounter of Two Worlds, as it was stated by Miguel León-Portilla in the Commemoration of the 
Fifth Centenary of 1492, previously pointed out by James Lockhart and Stuart Schwartz in Early Latin 
America (1986), and afterwards developed by Jared Diamond in Guns, Germs, and Steel (1997). The 
difference of time and development between the processes of population in the Old World (Europa, 
Asia, and Africa) and the New World (America) produced a technological and bacteriological difference 
that transformed the Conquest in a real revolution, because it radically altered all the aspects of life: 
ecology, economy, politics, society, culture, religion. This revolution, it goes without saying, did not 
happen in a few years or decades, and its consequences can be felt until now. This paper will distinguish 
a few fundamental traits of the Prehispanic and Christian religions to try to understand some of the 
peculiarities of conversion as a wide-ranging and complex process. Even if it was not completed during 
the first decades of Robert Ricard’s Spiritual Conquest, 1523-1571, it happened during a longer process 
that can nevertheless be considered brief, compared (as Woodrow Borah did) with the Christianization 
process of the regions of the Roman Empire. Perhaps the success in America of Christian religion is 
related with the preference of the Indians for a religion of peace and love, associated with the pax 
hispana and the survival of Indian towns, which saved them from the militarist and sacrificial state-
religion that kept the people in terror and anguish. 
 
Rodrigo Martínez Baracs attained his doctorate in History and Ethnohistory from the ENAH (National 
school of Anthropology and History) and is a member of the National System of Researchers of Mexico; 
president of the Mexican Society of Historiographical Linguistics and member of the Mexican Academy 
of History. His many publications range from histories of coexistence and utopianism in Michoacán 
during the sixteenth century; Marian cults in New Spain; rediscovered accounts of the Conquest of 
Mexico and early colonial medicinal tracts; to research on the languages of Mexico and 
historiographical studies. 
 



Bullerwell, Peter  
peter.bullerwell@mail.mcgill.ca  
 
“From Punishment for Sin to Means of Grace: the Political as a Place of Conversion in Luther and 
Calvin” 
 
There is often observed a strong relation between the emergence of the secular sphere in Early modern 
Europe and the soteriological principles of the Protestant Reformation. For Aristotle and his heirs, 
political life prepared the soul for the contemplation of God. Thus, in rejecting Aristotelian virtue ethics 
as a works righteousness in favour of a faith based soteriology, the reformers simultaneously rejected the 
subordination of the political to the spiritual for a more disjunctive “two kingdoms” model. So, for 
Martin Luther civil government exists primarily as a punishment for sin, suppressing the wicked but 
never making them good. John Calvin’s treatment of civil government, however, complicates this 
argument. While Calvin’s distinction between the two kingdoms is radical (even by Reformed 
standards), his treatment of civil government is far more positive than Luther’s, going so far as to call 
civil government a means of grace along with the Church and its sacraments. This paper will argue that 
Calvin’s sacramental theology provides a useful hermeneutic in interpreting the complex relationship 
between the political and spiritual in Calvin’s thought. It will argue (against much scholarship) that it is 
in fact Calvin’s denial of the local presence of Christ’s body in the Eucharist which helps us to 
understand the return to the political as a place of conversion in Reformed thought. 
 
Peter Bullerwell holds an MA in Classics from Dalhousie University and is currently a PhD student in 
the Faculty of Religious Studies at McGill University. He is interested in the ways in which the Platonic 
philosophical tradition is received and carried forward by Christian theologians in the Medieval and 
Early Modern periods. His PhD research focuses on the Neoplatonic sources of the controversies 
surrounding the efficacy of ritual acts in the English Reformation. 
 
Cavanaugh, Stephanie  
stephanie.cavanaugh@mail.mcgill.ca  
 
“The Morisco Problem and the Politics of Conversion in Early Modern Spain” 
 
The Morisco problem was the failure of the early modern Spanish Crown and Church to fully convert 
the Moriscos in the wholesale and controlled manner desired by those institutions. Moriscos were 
Muslim converts to Catholicism (largely baptized by force) and their baptized descendants; they were 
collectively suspected of religious insincerity and political disloyalty. While conversion opened up new 
opportunities for political control over Spaniards of Muslim lineage it also increased political resistance 
from that population, as Moriscos frequently presented legal challenges to royal policies aimed at their 
assimilation and to Inquisitorial prosecution. Religious conversion was a process greater than baptism; it 
was a lengthy and contested project of subject-making and an instrument of state power. 
 
Stephanie M. Cavanaugh is a historian and a Postdoctoral Fellow with the Early Modern Conversions 
Project at McGill University. She earned her PhD and MA degrees in History from the University of 
Toronto and a BA in History and English from the University of New Brunswick. Her research interests 
include religious conversion and colonial encounters in the early modern Spanish world. Her book 
project, tentatively titled “The Morisco problem and the politics of conversion,” is a study of ideas of 
difference and belonging in early modern Castile through an analysis of the transformations in political, 
juridical, and communal identities that formed part of the processes of religious conversion. 
 
Finnigan, Christian 
christian.finnigan@mail.mcgill.ca  
 



“Magisterial Conversion?: Conversion and The Role of The Magistrate in the Political Thought of 
Martin Bucer” 
 
Despite his Erastianism, Martin Bucer understood the limitations of political power. Believing 
conversion required more than political coercion, Bucer stressed that “no one can be a true citizen of the 
Kingdom of Christ except willingly.” While acknowledging the necessity of a free conscience, the 
Reformer also believed the magistrate was vital to the conversion of the nation.  Therefore, in De Regno 
Christi, Bucer advocated for Edward VI to institute a comprehensive program of persuasion in England. 
This paper outlines Bucer’s program for magisterial reformation, exploring the tension between freedom 
of conscience and political persuasion in Bucer’s thought. 
 
Christian Finnigan (McGill University) is a PhD student in Ecclesiastical History under the supervision 
of Professor W.J. Torrance Kirby.  He received his MA in the History of Political Thought and 
Intellectual History from the University of London, his MLitt in Reformation Studies from the 
University of St Andrews, his JD from George Mason University, his ThM in Historical Theology from 
Erskine Theological Seminary, and his MDiv from Reformed Theological Seminary. His research 
interests include the history of Christian political thought, and Reformation history and theology. His 
current research focuses on the political thought of the sixteenth century reformer, Martin Bucer. 
 
Heminger, Anne  
akhem@umich.edu  
 
“Politicizing Ritual: Processions and the Contestation of Public Space under Mary I of England” 
 
As England’s most important city, London became a battleground in the fight over religious belief in the 
mid-sixteenth century. This paper argues that Mary I and her government used the audible and visual 
spectacle of public processions to reinforce Catholic doctrine and ritual, relying on the shared memory 
of similar communal events under Henry VIII. Furthermore, I suggest that the processions’ focus on the 
hymn Te Deum provided an ideal opportunity to sacralize (and re-Catholicize) public space. Yet these 
celebrations also afforded viewers the opportunity for resistance, and contemporary sources indicate 
strong reactions to their presence in the city’s streets. 
 
Anne Heminger is a PhD candidate in the Department of Musicology at the University of Michigan, 
specializing in music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. She holds a BA in music from the 
University of Chicago and an MPhil in musicology from the University of Cambridge, where she was a 
Gates Scholar. As a researcher she is interested in the role music plays in religious conversion, liturgy 
and ritual, and politics. Her dissertation examines music and religious identity in London from c.1540–
1560, investigating the intersections between music, officially sanctioned orthodoxy, and the religious 
heterodoxy that marked sixteenth-century English life. 
 
Kirby, Torrance  
torrance.kirby@mcgill.ca  
 
“Supreme Governess: Richard Hooker's doctrine of the Royal Supremacy” 
 
In his apology in defense of the Elizabethan Settlement of 1559 Richard Hooker advises maximal 
cooperation between church and commonwealth. Together they constitute a 'single state'. "There is not 
any man of the Church of England, but the same man is also a member of the commonwealth nor any 
man a member of the commonwealth which is not also of the Church of England" (Lawes VIII.1.2). He 
articulates this far-reaching claim in the context of a clash with radical reformers who sought to remove 
the Civil Magistrate from the office of headship of the English Church. Hooker argues for a "personal" 
union of these two societies, and consequently for a conversion of the entire realm. He grounds his 



apology in a remarkable and highly original appeal to the authority of the Fourth Ecumenical Council 
(CE 451). 
 

Torrance Kirby is Professor of Ecclesiastical History at McGill. He received a DPhil degree in Modern 
History from Oxford University in 1988.  He is a life member of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge and 
has been a member of the Princeton Centre of Theological Inquiry since 1996. Recent books include 
Persuasion and Conversion: Religion, Politics and the Public Sphere in Early Modern England (2013), 
The Zurich Connection and Tudor Political Theology (2007), and Richard Hooker, Reformer and 
Platonist (2005). He is also the editor of A Companion to Richard Hooker (2008), and co-editor of 
Paul’s Cross and the Culture of Persuasion, 1520-1640 (2014). Kirby is general editor of an edition of 
selected Paul’s Cross Sermons, 1521-1642 scheduled for publication by Oxford University Press in 
April this year. 
 
Lopez-Portillo, José-Juan  
jose.lopez@cide.edu  
 
José-Juan López-Portillo is a professor of history at the CIDE Centro de Investigación y Docencia 
Económicas (CIDE) in Mexico City. He was a Post-Doctoral Research Fellows at the IPLAI’s ‘Early 
Modern Conversions’ project from 2013-2015. He works on the Spanish monarchy in the Early Modern 
Period, concentrating on the role of ‘cultural intermediaries’ in making the global interactions that 
facilitated conversion in the Spanish Empire. He will expose some of his findings in a chapter for the 
EMC’s first publication entitled Performing Conversion: Urbanism, Theatre, and the Transformation of 
the Early Modern World. José-Juan read Ancient and Modern History at New College in the University 
of Oxford and graduated with a first class degree. In 2012 he was awarded a PhD from Queen Mary, 
University of London with a dissertation entitled: ‘Another Jerusalem’: Political Legitimacy and Courtly 
Government in the Kingdom of New Spain 1535-1568’, which will be published in 2016. He has edited 
and wrote an introduction for a volume in the VARIORUM/ASHGATE series The Expansion of Latin 
Europe, 1000-1500, which was published in 2014. He has also been commissioned to write a general 
History of the Spanish Empire for I.B. Tauri. José-Juan has teaching experience in the UK, USA, 
Canada and Mexico and he maintains a long-standing involvement in Global History. 
 
Morales, Cecilia  
camora@umich.edu  
 
“Motherhood and the Politics of Inconvertibility in Behn’s Oroonoko” 
 
This paper explores the concept of “inconvertibility” by examining Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko. Because 
the ethics of the early slave trade prohibited Christians from enslaving other Christians, English 
participants in the slave trade needed to render slaves “inconvertible” in order to explain their lack of 
attempts to instruct them in Christianity. One way in which they did so was by describing slave mothers 
as animalistic, hypersexual, and lacking the ability to form affective attachments. In Oroonoko, Imoinda 
(and, by proxy, Oroonoko) is able to escape this mold only through her concern for her unborn son. 
 
Cecilia Morales is a PhD Candidate at the University of Michigan. Her larger project will involve 
exploring the role of the maternal in shaping the early modern English cultural imaginary of race and 
female sexuality. However, her interests often span beyond the early modern period into thinking about 
how contemporary race and national politics can help us to put pressure on the early modern moment 
and vice versa. In her free time, she enjoys hiking, rock climbing, and laying on the couch crocheting 
with her yellow Labrador (who himself cannot crochet).  
 
Mullaney, Steven  
mullaney@umich.edu  



 
“Ex Machina: Conversion in the Mode of Theatrical Production” 
 
This paper seeks to elucidate the methodological significance of Manuel Castells’ concept of “real 
virtuality” for the study of theatrical representation and performance in complex historical contexts, such 
as Reformation England. In doing so, it will be concerned with the spaces and dimensions of theatrical 
performance in addition to its semiotics and powers of mimetic representation. Insofar as theater 
operates as a language, it is, as Bert O. States has noted “a language whose words consist to an unusual 
degree of things that are what they seem to be… it is not a matter of the illusory, the mimetic, or the 
representational, but of a certain kind of actual, of having something before one’s vision—and in the 
theater one’s hearing—to which we join our being.” Explicating Castell’s “real virtuality” by means of a 
Deleuzian model of the actual and the virtual, the paper argues that the spaces and bodies and words of 
theater oscillate between the actual world of the audience (e.g., the world occupied by the bodies of the 
audience and the body of the actor) and the virtual world of the play (e.g., the world occupied by the 
attention of the audience and the body of the character on stage). In these oscillations, where an actual 
body is always in the process of becoming virtual and a virtual body is always in the process of 
becoming actual, the theatrical apparatus operates ex machina, as a conversion machine in and of itself. 
A primary goal of this essay will be to clarify and explicate this performative mechanics of theatrical 
production in an effort to outline a performative theory of conversion. In this respect, I will draw on a 
range of 20th and 21st century theories of performance as well as specific plays.  
 
Steven Mullaney is a Professor of English at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.  He is the author 
of The Place of the Stage: License, Play, and Power in Renaissance England (Chicago, 1988; UM Press, 
1994) and The Reformation of Emotions in the Age of Shakespeare (Chicago, July 2015). He is currently 
immersed in the ecologies of conversion, space, and theater for a work-in-progress tentatively titled, 
Shylock Among the Archives. 
 
Sabourin, Charlotte  
charlotte.sabourin@mail.mcgill.ca  
 
“Kant’s Differentiated Enlightenment: Is the Conversion of Women Possible?” 
 
The advent of a culture of enlightenment in the early modern Europe reflects the hope for massive 
conversion – not only of individuals, but also of entire peoples. I intend to investigate some of the 
challenges posed by Immanuel Kant’s well-known contribution to this culture of enlightenment. Kant 
sees enlightenment as the emergence from a self-incurred immaturity – which requires to think for 
oneself. Yet this plea for the improvement of humanity explicitly excludes women, regarded as 
irremediably affected by this self-incurred immaturity. Kant’s conception of enlightenment is thus 
differentiated and gendered. I will investigate the implications of such a conception of enlightenment. 
 
Charlotte Sabourin is a PhD candidate in Philosophy at McGill University. Her thesis investigates the 
role and status of women within gendered conceptions of enlightenment, with a special focus on 
Immanuel Kant’s work. Besides Kant’s theoretical and practical philosophy, her research interests also 
include a number of early modern feminist philosophers, such as Gabrielle Suchon and François Poulain 
de la Barre. 
 
Sauter, Michael  
michael.sauter@cide.edu   
 
“Deracinating the Divine: Albrecht Dürer’s Melencolia I between Theology and the Rise 
of Geometry” 
 
This paper argues that Albrecht Dürer’s Melencolia I illustrates a profound change in the European 



approaches to the divine. Contemporary scholarship assumes that the engraving deals with human 
melancholy, even though it depicts only divine figures, e.g., an angel and a cherub. This paper argues, in 
contrast, that Dürer included these divinities, in order to highlight how new approaches to geometric 
space increased the distance between humanity and God’s entourage. It was, thus, Dürer’s angel and his 
cherub who were melancholic—and not humanity—because Christians, having appropriated a new form 
of space, turned their gaze solely onto God. 
 
Michael J. Sauter is an associate professor of history at the Centro de Investigación 
y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) in Mexico City. He received his PhD in history from the University of 
California at Los Angeles in 2002. He is the author of Visions of the Enlightenment: The Edict on 
Religion of 1788 and Political Reaction in Prussia, Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History; vol. 177 
(Leiden: Brill, 2009). The manuscript for his next book is under review and bears the title, The Spatial 
Reformation: Euclidian Space Between Man, the Cosmos and God, 1350-1850. 
 
Schmidt, Benjamin  
schmidtb@u.washington.edu  
 
“Performing Apostasy in Japan: On the Inversion of Conversion and its Politics” 
 
This paper explores the politics of conversion from an inverted perspective:  the politics of apostasy.  It does so 
by exploring the fascinating form of fumi-e [踏み], or 'trampling pictures', devotional objects produced for their 
own desecration.  It further considers how e-fumi dramatized iconoclasm:  a performance of anti-conversion that 
simultaneously attested to the subject's conversion to Tokugawa authority.  And it scores the political registers 
of this performance in their several tones:  how e-fumi dramatized Tokugawa control—the politics of anti-
conversion; how iconoclasm enabled the VOC to consolidate their control of European commerce with Japan; 
how this enactment of 'conversion' could be likewise subtle and unpredictable in its meanings and outcomes—to 
some a religious testimonial, to some a political affirmation, and to some, surely, a heart-wrenching act of 
anti/conversion. 
 
Benjamin Schmidt is the Costigan Professor of History at the University of Washington in Seattle.  He has 
published widely on early modern cultural history, including Innocence Abroad: The Dutch Imagination and the 
New World (2001), which won the Renaissance Society of America's Gordan Prize and the Holland Society's 
Hendricks Prize; Making Knowledge in Early Modern Europe: Practices, Objects, and Text (2007; with P. 
Smith); The Discovery of Guiana by Sir Walter Ralegh (2008); and Going Dutch: The Dutch Presence in 
America, 1609–2009 (2008; with A. Stott).  His latest book, Inventing Exoticism: Geography, Globalism, and 
Europe's Early Modern World (2015), was recently selected as a finalist for the Kenshur Prize, awarded by the 
American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies.   
 
Wittek, Stephen 
stephen.wittek@mcgill.ca  
 
Stephen Wittek is a scholar of early modern English drama and Manager of the Early Modern 
Conversions project at McGill University. His first book is entitled The Media Players: Shakespeare, 
Middleton, Jonson, and the Idea of News (University of Michigan Press, 2015). With the goal of 
establishing a more thorough understanding of the central, formative function of Shakespeare’s theatre 
in the news culture of early modern England, the project combines historical research with recent 
developments in public sphere theory, and argues that the unique discursive space created by 
commercial theatre helped to foster the conceptual framework that made a culture of news possible. In 
2014, Dr. Wittek’s research was the subject of an hour-long episode of the CBC Radio One program 
Ideas (see http://www.cbc.ca/ideas/episodes/2014/06/05/ideas-from-the-trenches-the-theatre-of-news/). 
 
Yachnin, Paul  
paul.yachnin@mcgill.ca    



 
Paul Yachnin is Tomlinson Professor of Shakespeare Studies at McGill University and Director of the 
Early Modern Conversions project. He teaches and publishes on the social creativity of the arts, 
principally on Shakespeare and other writers of early modern Europe. His books include Stage-Wrights, 
The Culture of Playgoing in Early Modern England (with Tony Dawson), and Making Publics in Early 
Modern Europe (with Bronwen Wilson), as well as editions of The Tempest and Richard II. In addition 
to serving as Director of the Shakespeare and Performance Research Team and President of the 
Shakespeare Association of America (2009-2010), he founded the Making Publics (MaPs) Project 
(2005-10), which brought together scholars across the disciplines to rethink the history of early modern 
Europe by understanding how works of art and intellect created “publics,” new forms of association 
based on the shared interests, tastes, and desires of individuals. 
 


